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Presentation Notes
First, want to thank the organizing committee for inviting me and especially Jeanette Jackson Thompson.Create anticipationQuestions: Does it matter where you live? What aspects of neighborhoods can affect your health?Think about where you live: conditions, people, services, stores, built env, social environment?



The burden of breast cancer
in Missouri

882 deaths per year

5,428 new cases (in situ & invasive) per year

764 white women 111 Black women
(22.7 / 100,000) (32.4 / 100,000)

4,761 white women 593 Black women
(150.8 / 100,000) (170.1 / 100,00)



Important geographic variability in breast cancer 
mortality rate, women aged 45-64, 2008-2011.

Age-adjusted rates
per 100,000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tremendous variability across countiesEven for some neighboring counties – rates can vary substantiallyRisk of death from breast cancer is closely tied to screening for the disease, especially related to mammography. It is estimated that risk of death is reduced by 30% by mammography. At the population level, there is a pattern that emerges:Increase in screeningIncrease in early stageDecrease in late stageDecrease in mortalityFocusing on mortality will be too late. Also, many other factors at play, e.g., treatment received, behaviors after diagnosis



Study purpose: 
Where to increase screening?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key is to maximize the effectiveness of screening to identifying where to go. We only have limited resources.In the advertising world, this is called geotargeting. Geo targeting in geomarketing and internet marketing is the method of determining the geolocation of a website visitor and delivering different content to that visitor based on his or her location, such as country, region/state, city, metro code/zip code, organization, IP address, ISP or other criteria, but also other characteristics (e.g., sociodemographics).For example, based on your zip code cable companies can target specific ads you see on TV. Google uses ad words that can geographically target you search.



Data sources
• 2008-2011 Missouri Cancer Registry – breast 

cancer incidence

• 2010 American Community Survey – social 
determinants

• Location of FDA-accredited mammography 
facilities

• Location of Show-Me-Healthy-Women 
program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Women diagnosed with late-stage breast cancer (dependent variable), defined as those with regional or distant breast cancer, are considered to be failures of screening (i.e., lack of screening, interval cancers, false negative screening results). Women who are diagnosed with in situ breast cancer are only diagnosed as a result of an abnormal mammogram and as such provide a clinical measure of screening utilization. Social determinants at the zip code level including poverty rate, unemployment rate, % living in urban area. Hypothesized: certain social determinants are associated with high rates of late-stage breast cancer rates.All mammography facilities in Missouri need to be accredited by the American College of Radiology. Obtained data from the FDA which manages the data. Hypothesized that late-stage breast cancer would be higher in areas with longer travel distances to mammography facility.SMHW pgm: Screen low income & uninsured women. We hypothesized that areas with longer travel to SMHW pgm would have higher late-stage rates.



Study population

Missouri women aged 40-64 diagnosed with 
primary breast cancer (in situ or invasive)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Women aged 40-64 comprised the study population since this age group is targeted by the Missouri Show Me Healthy Women program. Often area-level studies are done using subcounty unit such as census tract. Zip code was the geographic unit since this facilitates local program implementation. 



Statistical analysis

Getis-Ord GI* test for spatial autocorrelation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used the Getis-Ord Gi* test for spatial autocorrelation (often termed “hot spot” analysis) to determine statistically significant clusters of zip codes with high breast cancer rates (“hot spots”) and low breast cancer rates (“cold spots”). We used one-way ANOVA to determine statistical differences among zip codes with high early-stage breast cancer rates, high late-stage breast cancer rates, and the remaining zip codes in Missouri. This tool works by looking at each feature within the context of neighboring features. A feature with a high value is interesting but may not be a statistically significant hot spot. To be a statistically significant hot spot, a feature will have a high value and be surrounded by other features with high values as well. The local sum for a feature and its neighbors is compared proportionally to the sum of all features; when the local sum is very different from the expected local sum, and when that difference is too large to be the result of random chance, a statistically significant z-score results.



Table 1. Stage distribution of breast 
cancers, 2008-2011.

Stage Frequency (%)

In situ 1,865 19.3

Localized 4,610 47.3

Regional 2,703 27.8

Distant 483 5.0

Unknown 78 0.8

TOTAL 9,739 100.0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During 2008-2011, 9739 Missouri women aged 40-64 years of age were diagnosed with first primary breast cancer (rate: 240.9 per 100,000 population) across 783 Missouri zip codes. Table 1 shows that 6475 breast cancers (66.5%) were considered early stage and 3186 (32.7%) were late-stage cancers. 



Table 2. Racial distribution of breast 
cancers, 2008-2011.

Race Frequency (%)

White 8,371 86.0

Black 1,199 12.3

Asian/Pacific Islander 103 1.1

Am. Indian/Alaskan Native 6 0.1

Other, unspecified 41 0.4

Unknown 19 0.2
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Presentation Notes
The number of breast cancers regardless of stage varied across zip codes from a high of 145 (zip code 63376 in St. Peters) to a low of zero. The rate of early-stage breast cancer varied from a high of 3703.7 (among zip codes with at least 30 residents) to a low of 0 per 100,000 population.The rate of early-stage breast cancer was not uniformly distributed across Missouri; there were 16 zip codes where the rate was statistically higher (p<0.05) than the rest of Missouri.These zip codes include: 63013, 63079, 63080, 63701, 63703, 63736, 63740, 63758, 63767, 63780, 64748, 64755, 65441, 65444, 65535, and 65543.
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Presentation Notes
16 zip codes with high early stage breast cancer rates
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Presentation Notes
The rate of late-stage breast cancer varied from a high of 2040.8 to a low of 0 per 100,000 population. The rate of late-stage breast cancer was not uniformly distributed across Missouri; there were 39 zip codes where the rate was statistically higher (p<0.05) than the rest of Missouri (Figure 2). These zip codes include: 63434, 63438, 63439, 63440, 63440, 63448, 63452, 63456, 63458, 63461, 63468, 63471, 63625, 63633, 63638, 63666, 64628, 64633, 64651, 64658, 64722, 64728, 64730, 64741, 64752, 64765, 64772, 64779, 64783, 65230, 65246, 65254, 65261, 65281, 65283, 65286, 65330, 65340, 65349, and 65439.
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Table 3a. Characteristics of zip codes with statistically higher early-stage 
and late-stage breast cancer rates versus other Missouri zip codes.

Characteristic

High early-
stage

breast cancer 
rates (n=16)

High late-
stage breast 
cancer rates 

(n=39)

Remaining
Missouri 
zip codes 
(n=974)

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) P value
Poverty rate 17.4 (8.9) 15.8 (8.2) 16.8 (11.2) 0.815
Population graduated 
HS or GED (%)

40.7 (14.7) 44.9 (10.6) 39.6 (12.4) 0.031

% without a car 5.3 (3.9) 4.5 (3.6) 5.9 (6.0) 0.342
% African Americans 2.0 (5.0) 1.9 (2.8) 4.8 (14.1) 0.326
% in urban area 68.8 (39.5) 89.9 (24.1) 75.5 (38.8) 0.053
% owner-occupied 
housing

76.4 (13.7) 78.2 (9.7) 75.5 (15.3) 0.544

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some characteristics varied between zip codes with statistically elevated rates (early- or late-stage) versus the rest of Missouri (Table 3). The high school (ED) graduation rate (p=0.031) and the percentage of urban areas (p=0.053) were highest in zip codes with high late-stage breast cancer, but none of the other social determinants differed across the three types of areas. 
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Table 3b. Characteristics of zip codes with statistically higher early-
stage and late-stage breast cancer rates versus other Missouri zip codes.

Characteristic

High early-
stage

breast cancer 
rates (n=16)

High late-
stage breast 
cancer rates 

(n=39)

Remaining
Missouri 
zip codes 
(n=974)

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) P value
% female-headed 
households

9.0 (6.2) 8.6 (6.1) 10.0 (7.8) 0.463

% unemployment 7.3 (4.4) 9.0 (8.5) 9.2 (7.8) 0.612

Distance to nearest 
mammography 
facility (miles)

9.3 (4.7) 17.1 (9.1) 12.1 (7.7) <0.001

Distance to nearest 
SMHW provider 
(miles)

9.2 (5.2) 11.0 (6.7) 11.0 (7.1) 0.594

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although the average distance to the nearest Show Me Healthy Women provider did not differ across the three types of areas (p=0.594), the average distance to the nearest mammography facility was highest in zip codes with high late-stage breast cancer rates (p<0.001). The average distance from zip codes with high late-stage breast cancer rates to the nearest mammography facility (17.1 miles) was much longer than the distance to the nearest Show Me Healthy Women provider (11.0 miles).The average distance to the nearest mammography facility and Show Me Healthy Women provider was similar for the remaining Missouri zip codes.



Implications
Geotarget: Increase breast cancer screening in 39 
zip codes with high late-stage breast cancer rates
(especially 17 with required travel >30 miles)
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Presentation Notes
Studies have shown the impact of travel distance on late-stage breast cancer rates. However, the data cannot show if high late-stage rates are due to lower initial screening, lack of repeat mammography, and/or inadequate diagnostic follow-up. There is little consensus about the association between distance to the nearest mammography and stage at diagnosis. In some states, women who live further from the nearest mammography facility are more likely to be diagnosed with late-stage breast cancer, while this is not the case in other states. This seems to be the case in Missouri
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
17 zip codes with high late stage disease and travel to nearest mammography facility > 30 miles



Implications
Reduce distance to nearest mammography facility



Limitations

• Late-stage breast cancer may also be increased 
because of local use of advanced clinical 
approaches to detect metastases

• Travel patterns of mobile mammography vans 
not available

• The use of zip codes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the past, women diagnosed with late-stage breast cancer were considered to be failures of screening. However, there have been some suggestions that this may not be the only reason. The rate of regional and distant breast cancer rates may also have increased because of increasing use of advanced clinical approaches to detect metastases at the time of diagnosis. The location of mobile mammography facilities was not available. The extent to which mobile mammography vans frequented each of the three types of areas during the study period is unknown.The use of zip codes may have affected our findings since the population within zip codes is more heterogeneous than, for example, census tracts. However, the use of zip codes facilities easy identification of target areas for intervention implementation.



Conclusions

Local breast cancer data can be used  to 
identify areas of reduced screening, 
especially in conjunction with other data 
sources
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